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SUMMARY

Scope:
;

This routino, announced inspection was conducted on-sito in tho area of Inservico
j inspection (ISI). The inspection included a review of the ISI inspection program
'

and plans for the current outago (Outage 9, Refueling 8); review of nondestructivo
examination (NDE) procedaros; and review of completed NDE oxamination data.

-

i Also, implomontation of Generic Lotters (GLs) 88-05 (Boron Corrosion) and 89-08
(Erosion / Corrosion) woro examined, in addition, in-process safety related pipe
wolding activities were observed, and radiographic film for wolds resulting from
plant modifications woro reviewod.
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Results:

In the areas inspected, two violations, inadequato proceduto and drawings for ISI
activitios - paragraphs 2.b and 2.c(3), and failuro to it.;tiato appropriato correctivo
action for identified equipment deficienclos - paragraph 2.c(4), were identified.

;

This inspection indicated that, in gonoral, ISI NDE was being accomplished in
accordancc, with requiremonts. Requirements were in placo to ensuro adoquato
qualification of ISl examination personnel and examination personnel woro
performing good examinations in accordance with procedures. Documentation ofi

ISI NDE oxaminations was good. However, in addition to the two violations noted
above, weaknersos woro identified relativo to lack of Florida Power Corporation
(FPC) detailed technical involvement in the ISI program (paragraph 2.a), no FPC;

technical review of NDE proceduros (paragraph 2.a), and poor implomontation of
an Owner's Group recommendation (paragraph 2.c(4)).

The inspection indicated that guod pipe welding and RT inspection programs woro
!a place and functioning well. Somo weaknesses woro identiflod in implomontation
of the Erosion /Corros!on (E/C) program in accordance with GL 89-08 (paragraph 4).
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REPORT DETAILS

1. Persons Contacted
;

Licensoo Employcos

*L. Cecilia, Nuclear Project Engineer, Licensing
*G. Cowles, Sor$ lor Nucloor Results Engineer
*F. Froats, Manager, Nuclear Compliance;

D. Gulling, ISI Specialist
?D. Kurtz, Managor, Nuclear Operations Quality Assurance
*P.-McKeo, Director, Nuclear Plant Operations
*R. Murgatroyd, Superintendent Rollability Contered Maintenance
* A. Petrowsky, Supervisor, Site Engineering Services
*V. Roppel, Manager, Nuclear Plant Maintenanco
J. Warron, Sito Wolding Engineer
*K. Wilson, Managor, Nuclear Licensing
'R. Widell, Director, Nuclear Operations Sito Support
R. Yost, suporvisor, Quality Audits

Dther licensoo employoos contacted during this inspection included
craftsmon, engincors, QC personnel, security forco members, technicians,
and administrativo personnol.

; Contractors
|

; W. Barrow, OTSG Site Manager, BW Nuclear Services Company (BWNS)
'

M. Downs, Eddy Current Task Leader, BWNS--
| S. Herman, Task Leador, BWNS
| H. Stopploman, Level lli NDE Examinor, BWNS

K. Hacker, Lovel lli NDE Examinor, BWNS
:

1 NRC Resident inspectors
|

P. Holmos Ray, Senior Resident inspector
R. Freudenborger, Resident inspector

* Attended exit interview

Acronyms and initialisms used throughout this report are listed in the last
paragraph. ,
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2. Inservice Inspection (!SI)

Soo NRC Report 50-302/92-05 for documentation of a previous inspection in
this area.

,

The inspectors reviewed documents and records as indicated below to
determine whether ISI was being conducted in accordanco with applicable
procedures, regulato*y requirements, and licensco commitmento. The :
applicablo code for IS' is the American Society of Mechanical Engincors

'

Doller and Pressuro Vossel (ASME B&PV) Code, Section XI,1983 Edition
with Addenda through Summer 1983 with the extent of examinations of t

class 1 and 2 pipo wolds datorminod by the requiroments of the 1974
Edition with Addenda through the Summer 1975. The 1st 10-Year interval
onded March 13,1987. The 2nd 10-Year interval onds March 14,1997.
The licensoo submitted the ISI plan for the 2nd interval on February 9,1988.
The NRC requested additionalinformation by letter dated April 25,1991.
Additionalinformation was submitted on Juno 7,1991. The Safety
Evaluation Report (SER) was issued April 13,1992. The eight relief
requests for the 2nd 10 Yoar plan havo olthor boon approved or determined
not to nood approval, by NRC letters dated April 19,1988, September 28,
1988, May 30,1990, September 13,1991, and March 11,1992.

The licensoo is currently in the 2nd 40-Month period of the 2nd 10-Year
interval. The current outage (ninth outago, eighth refueling)is the 1st and
only refueling outago (RFO) of the period.

The licensee's ISI department, in the Rollability Contored Maintenanco (RCM)
organization,is responsible foi the ISI NDE program and plans. Contractors
implomont the inspection program and plans using contractor _ inspection
personnel, management, proceduros and QA controls. BW Nuclear Services
(BWNS) is the current contractor. Proceduros are approved through the FPC
Plant Roview Committoo (PRC).

a. ISI Program Review (73051)

The inspectors reviewed the following docurnents relating to the ISI
program to determino whether relief requests had boon approved by-
NRR, the services of an Authorized Nuclear Inservico Inspector (ANil)
had boon procured, the plan had boon approved by the licensoo and to
assure that proceduros and plans had boon established (written,
reviewed, approved and issued) to control and accomplish the
following applicable activities: pragram organization including
identification of commitments and regulatory requirements, preparing
plans and schedules, and qualification, training, responsibilities, and
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duties of personnel responsible for ISl; repair and replacement
j program requirements; personnel qualificas - o sr .1uirements; and
j guidance for identifying and processing reliu .oquests.
t

! For documents reviewod during the previous inspection (soo report
j 50-302/92-05), only changes sinco that inspection woro reviewed.

' Inservico Inspection Program For ASME Class 1,2, and 3-

f Components Crystal River Unit 3, dated 5/15/89
!

; - Al-701, Revision 9, Conduct of inservice inspection
i

i - Inservice Examination Manual For Florida Power Corporation

|
Crystal River Unit 31992

! ISI 1, Revision 8, Administrativo Proceduro For Control of-

inservice Inspection Proceduros and Procedure Qualifications

1S1-2, Revision 8, Administrativo Proceduro For Recordsj -

Management'

- ISI-3, Rovision 1, Administrativo Proceduro For Preparation and
Processing of Change Authorizations

,

|
- ISl-20, Revision 15, Administrativo Proceduro For the Written

! Practico of Personnel Qualification in Magnetic Particlo
Examination;

ISl-21, hovision i7, Administrative Proceduto For the Written-

Practico of Personnel Qualification in Ultrasonic Examination

4
- ISI-22, Revision 13, Administrativo Proceduro For the Written

Practico of Personnel Qualification in Liquid Ponotrant
Examination

ISI 24, Revision 12, Administrative Proceduro For the Writton-

-

Practico of Personnel Qualification in Eddy Current Examination

- ISI-25, Revision 16, Personnel Certification - Visual
Examinations

|

ISI-61, Revision 21, Administrativo Proceduro For Approval and1 -

Control of B&W Prepared Manuals and Reports

|

|-
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- ISI 62, Revision 6, Administrative Proceduro For the Control of
Customer Supplied Documents

- ISI-69, Revision 17, Administrative Proceduro For Processing
Nondestructivo Examination Data

- 1S1-50, Rovicion 11, Technical Proceduro Describing Surfaco
Requirements of Wolds, Adjacent Base M al, and Components
For Nondestructivo Examination

- 1S1-55, Revision 4, Technical Proceduro For Sulfur Content
Analysis

Inservico Inspection Repair and Replacement Program,-

Revision 4

- NEP 229, Revision 3, ASME Section XI Repair / Replacement
Program

Based on review of the above program documents and procedures,
discussions with ISI personnel, and observation of field inspections,
the overall administrative controls for ISI appeared to be adequato.
However, the inspectors noted a weakness in the program relativo to
licenseo field overview and technicalinvolvomont in ISI activities. The
licensoo ISI Specialist providos the contractor (BWNS) details of what
is to be inspected. The contractor performs the inspections in
accordance with the contractor's program and procedures and
providos the ISI Specialist completed inspection reports for his review.
There is little licenseo technical involvement or overview of field
activities to ensure that inspections are being performed correctly.
Although NDE procedures receive approval of the PRC, the procedures
do not receive a technical review by the licensoo.

Further review of this area revealed that site OA does perform ISI
audits. However, those audits are mostly paper work audits and do
not provido licensoo technical involvement by qualified NDE personnel
on a day to-day basis with field inspections. Also, licensco QC
reviews the personnel cortification records for the contractor's NDE
Examinors (to satisfy section 7.8 of the Nuclear Procurement &
Storago Manual). In addition, BWNS's OA program specifies
overchocks and audits to confirm quality objectivos are being
achieved. None of those audit activities provido the day to-day field
involvoment, by licensoo personnel, that is nooded to ensure that
inspections are accomplished in accordance with requirements.
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b. Review of NDE Proceduros (73052)

The inspectors reviewed the procedures listod below to determino
whether those procedures woro consistent with regulatory
requirements and licensou commitments. The procedures were also
reviewed in the areas of proceduro approval, requirements for
qualification of NDE personnel, compilation of required records, and
division of responsibility betwoon the licensoo and contractor
personnol, if applicable.

ISI-80, Revision 20, Maintenance of Nondestructivo-

Examination Equipment

ISI 240, Revision 28, CA FPC-92-001, Ponotrant Examination-

of Wolds and Base Materials, including Studs and Nuts

ISI-270, Revision 24, Wet or Dry Mothods of Magnotic Particlo-

Examination of Wolds, Studs, Bolts and Pump Fly Whools

1S1-350, Revision 26, Visual Examination of Wolds and Surfaco-

Conditions

ISI-362, Revision 11, Identification and Layout of Wolds and-

System Components

ISI 120, Rovision 30, Ultrasonic Examination of Piping Wolds-

Joining Similar Materials

ISI 130, Revision 25, Ultrasonic Examination of Vessel Wolds-

and Noz .-10 Inside Radius Sections

- ISI-182, Revision 2, Ultrasonic Examination of Reactor Coolant
Piping Wolds' Joining Similar and Dissimilar Materials

;

- ISI-353, Revision 7, Visual Examination of Pipe Hangers,
.

Supports, and Restraints

ISI 119, Revision 11, Ultrasonic Examination of Stainioss Stoel-

and Nickel Base Alloy Weld Seams

ISI-190, Revision 2, Ultrasonic Examination for Thickness-

Measuromonts Using Pulso-Echo Techniques and Mantis-PE/C
Data Acquisition System

. _-
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- ISI-418 Revision 7, Technical Proceduto for the Multi-
Frequency Eddy Current Examination of OTSG Tubing in 177
S/G using MlZ-18/18A

ISI-460, Revision 15, Technical Proceduto for the Evaluation of-

Eddy Current Data of Nucloar Grado steam Generator Tubing

ISI 462 Revision 4, Technical Proceduro for the Evaluation of-

Eddy Curront Data for Dobris, Studge and Secondary Looso
parts in Steam Generators

As a result of the abovo review and observation of the calibration
setup on the Crystal River stainless stool calibration block for the

b reactor coolant pump to pipo dissimilar metal wold, the inspectors
concluded that Proceduro No. ISI-119, Rovision 11, which utilizes a
refracted longitudinal wavo search unit, was inadequate. Contrary to
the ASME Codo requirements, the proceduto did not specifically
require the use of a quantitativo calibration reflector to establish
examination sensitivity and test repeatability.

Section XI, paragraph IWA 2240 and Section V, paragraph T-110 of
the ASME Codo allow alternato techniques to be developed by the
licensoo for examination of wolds, provided the techniques are
equivalont or more sensitive than thoso prescribed by the Codo.

The BWNS procedure had boon qualified at another utility using the
ASME Code allowancos listed above. One facility's calibration blocks
for the reactor coolant pump to carbon steel reactor coolant piping
and another facility's contrifugally cast stainless stool calibration block
woro used to establish DAC curvos and notch sensitivity qualification.
BWNS then increased the instrument sensitivity until the specific
equipment used during those calibrations produced a 20 to 30 %
noiso level. By the proceduro, any signal that exceeded that noise
lovel would be evaluated. The fact that the specific equipment used
during the qualification on those calibration blocks resulted in a more
sensitivo examination load BWNS to assume that their proceduro
exceeded the ASME Code requirements.

BWNS has apparently implemented the calibration proceduro
generically at Crystal River for piping components of all sizes and
grain structuro, similar and dissimilar wold seams, for wrought,
centrifugally cast, and statically cast stainless stool and nickol base
alloys regardless of pipe diamotor (which offects the coupling of the
transducer and can increase noise lovels), material differences, or

____
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equipment used. The equipment requirements of the BWNS'

proceduro delineated that, the equipment moet only the very general
,

i requirements given by the Code for equipment whose setup is verified
'

using quantitative calibra!|on reflectors on specific diamotors and
; material calibration blocks.

,
The inspectors compared the procedure's calibration to the applicable
code calibration on the licensco's calibration block for wold no.
B4.1.52. This is the 1 A Roactor Coolant Pump dissimilar metal wold
similar to one of the proceduto qualification examplos. The calibration
revealed that notch sensitivity, which is required by code, was barely
distinguishable from the noise lovel (20 to 30%) and at that lovel
characterizing an indications would be nearly impossible.

.

'

BWNG responded to the inspectors concern by revising the proceduro
to use the notch at the quantitativo reflector and placing the notch
signal at approximately 60% full scroon height (FSH). With the notch
at this level the r.oh.o level was approximately 40 to 45% and a
dofoct indication could be properly discerned.

Discussions with the licensoo revealed also that FPC does not perform
a technical review of vendor proceduros prior to an outago. The
insoectors informed the licensco that BWNS Proceduro ISI-119,
Rov.11 was inadequate because it would have boon used on ovary
wold that required a refracted longitudinal wave transducer in order to
panotrate the material, regardless of equipment used, the pipo size, or
the material noise level of the calibration blocks and piping
components at the Crystal River facility. The generic application of
this proceduro without controlling the equipment and test paramotors
so that examination sensitivity can be verified and repeated is a
violation of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Critorion V, and was identified as
Violation No. 50 302/92-14-01, " inadequate Proceduro end Drawings
for ISI Activities".

,

c. Observation of Work and Work Activities (73753)

The inspectors observed work activities, reviewod cortification records
of NDE equipment and materials, and reviewed NDE personnel
qualification records as detailed below.

. - - . . .. .- . - - - _ - - . - - --
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(1) Liquid Ponotrant (PT) Examination

The inspectors observed tho in procots PT oxaminations is
indicated below. Tho observations woro compared with the
applicablo proceduro and the ASME B&PV Code in the following
areas: specified method, panotrant materials identified;
penetrant materials analyzed for halogens and sulfur; acceptablo
pro-oxamination surfaco; surfaco temperature; surface drying
timo prior te penetrant application; method of ponotrant
application; ponotrant dwell timo; method used for excess
penetrant removal; surface drying prior to developing,if
applicable; typo of developor; examination techniquo; ovaluation
techniquo; and, reporting of oxamination results.

Examinations Observe

LEOLD_WS WRR S1EIER

SK-11.1 B4.1.51 Roactor Coolant

SK 4.1 B4.5.149 High Prossuro injection

SF ' 1.1 B4.1.55 Reactor Coolant

SK 14.1 B4.1.89 Roactor Coolant

SK 5.2 B4.5.151 High Prossuro Injoction

SK 7.2 84.5.165 High Pressure Injection

During observation of inspections on ISO SK 11.1, the NDE
examinors noted that tho ISO showed the pressurizer spray
system branching from reactor coolant loop A1, MK 49 and
continuing on ISO Sk-19-1. ISO SK-19.1 also showa the
spray lino connecting to the A1 roactor coolant loop. Those
two drawings are in error since the pressurizor spray line
branches from the B1 (not A1) reactor coolant oop'

(ISO 3K 1 ?.1). ISO SK-12.1 correctly depicted the spray lino
branch. The licensco pointed out that those sketches are not
the "as built" plant drawings,' but only sketches used to aid the
examinors in locating the wolds. The applicable proceduto
requires the use of other drawings, in addition to the sketches,
for location of wolds. Since the sketches are computer
generated, errors may bo present. The inspectors pointed out
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that, although the sketches are not controlled plant drawings,
the sketches are the first source of information for the
examinors to uso in locating wolds and errors on the skotches
could load to otrors in locating wolds. In addition, skotch errors
can cause confusion in locating wolds, resulting in additional
exposure to personnel. Thoroforo, tho inaccurato sketches are
considered to be a weakness.

For wold B4.1.89, the inspectors questioned the examinor
relative to the location of the wold sinco the surface was
ground smooth. The examinor did not have a cloar
understanding about whoro the wold conterline was. Although
the wold location was permanontly marked, the examinor stated
that the marking was either on the wold contorlino, or 2 inchos
from the wold contarline. Based on the fact that this was a
dissimilar motal wold, it was apparent where the fusion lino
betwoon the carbon stool and the nickel alloy wold metal was,
which meant that the rnarking was on the wold contorlino. For
the wold in question, the examinor inspected on area wido
onough to cover the wold rogardless of the exact wold location.
Based on discussions with inspection pc:sonnel, this appeared
to be an isolated incident unique to the one situation.
inspection supervision cautioned the examinors relativo to being
sure they know the exact wold location prior to starting an
inspection.

(2) Magnetic Particle (MT) Examination

The inspectors observed tho in-process MT examinations
indicated below. The observations woro compared with the
applicable proceduros and the Codo in the following areas:
examination methods; contrast of dry powder particlo color
with background; surface temperaturo; suspension medium for
wot particles, if applicablo; viewing conditions; oxamination
overlap and directions; pole or prod spacing; current or lifting
power (yoke); and acceptanco critoria.

ExaminallQas_ Observed

LSOlDW_G WELQ SYSTEM

SK-11.1 B4.5.15 Reactor Coolant

|

|
1

_ - __- _-_____N
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[SDIPXG WEl.Q SYSTEM.

(cont'd)

SK 11.1 B4.5.16 Reactor Coolant

SK-107.1 C2.1.144 Emor00ncy
Fcodwater

S K-108.1 C2.1.151 Emorgoncy
Foodwater

SK 16.1 B4.5.232 Reactor Coolant

(3) Ultrasenic (UT) Examination

The insocctors observed calibration activities and the in process
UT oxaminations as indicated below. Those observations woro
compared with tho anplicable procedures and the ASME B&PV
Codo in the following areas: availability of and compliance with
approved NDE procedures; uso of knowled00ablo NDE
personnol; use of NDE persmol qualified to the propor lovel;
type of apparatus used; canoration requirements; scarch units;
beam angles; DAC curvos; reference lovel for monitoring
discontinuitios; method of demonstrating penetration; extent of
wold / component examination coverspo; limits of evaluating and
recording indications; recording significant indications; and,
acceptance limits.

Examinatlans Observed

ISDQLDWG WELD SYSTEM

SK-16.1 B4.5.232 Reactor Coolant

SK-11.1 B4.1.52 * * Roactor Coolant

SK-14.1 B4.5.242 * * Reactor Coolant

S K-11.1 B4.5.15** Reactor Coolant.

B4.5.16 * *

SK-11.1 B4.5.351 * * Reactor Coolant
B4.5.352 ' *

. _ _ _ _ _ - _ - - _ _
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ISOlDEG WELQ SYSIEM
(cont'd)

S k- 1 1.1 B4. 5. 3 53 ' ' Reactor Coolant
B4. 5. 3 64 ' '

Note: * * Indicates that the inspectors observed the calibration
only for theso wolds.

During the calibration for wold no. B4.1.52, the inspectors
noted that both calibration blocks used to calibrato the
equipment for this dissimilar metal reactor coolant weld had
calibration reflectors (both notches and holes) which woro not g
identified on the as-built calibration block cortification drawings ME
in the ISI program. Further review revealed lat soveral
additional blocks had boon modified to add additional reflectors
that woro not shown on the as built drawings. When
questioned about the missing calibration reflectors on the as
built certification drawings, the licensoo stated that a number of
blocks had boon modified and soveral now blocks had been
manufactured. However, now or revis;d drawings, which

j would give the dimensions and tolerances of the calibration
'

reflectors and of the now blocks, had not boon obtained by the
licensco. The failuro of the ISI calibration block draw!ngs to
reflect the as-built condition of the blocks is another examplo of
Violation 302/92 14-01 identified in paragraph 2.b above.

(4) Visual (VT) Examination

The inspectors observed the in-process VT examinations as
indicated below. The observations woro compared with the
applicable procedure and the ASME B&PV Code in the following
areas: specification of the proceduto to bo used; surface
preparation; availability and use of appropriato tools: definition
of location and extent of examination; tost attributes in
accordance with procedures; and evaluation of defects and
reporting of results.

Expwallofis._Qbsomd

DWGilS;Q ITEM Qomppaen1
-

SK-7.2 B6.9.21 & Valvo Bolting
63.9.22

_ _ _ - _ - _ _ _ - _ -
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DWGAS.Q LTM Compionatit
(cont'd)

SK 4.1 B6.9.09 & Volvo Bolting
B6.9.10

N/A X002 Emergency Foodwater
Header & Risors

During observation of the abovo VT examinations, the NDE
oxaminor identified the following conditions:

- For valvo MUV 101,3 of tho 12 cover plate to body nuts
woro only hand tight.

- For valvo MUV-164,3 of the 12 cover plato to body nuts
did not have full thread engagement.

These conditions woro identiflod on June 4,1992. On Juno

18, the inspector questioned the licensco relativo to correctivo
actions for the identiflod doficiencies on those two Class 1
valves. Work Roquests (WRs) had boon issued to correct the
observed conditions, but no correctivo action document had
boon issued to determine the root cause of the conditions and
the nend to look at similar valves for similar conditions. The
identified conditions moot the definition of a problem as defined
in proceduto CP-111, Documenting, Reporting and Reviewing
Problem Reports, and as such, requiro expeditious gonoration of
a Problem Report. This report would result in a root cause

i determination and the nood to inspect other valves. Licensoo
personnelindicated that they had intended to issue a Problem
Report, but had not followed through. Failuro to issue a
Problem Report to initiato and document full correctivo action is
in violation of site F'rocedure CP-111 and 10 CFR 50, Appendix
B, Criterion XVI, Corrective Action, and is identified as Violation
302/92-14 02, Failuro to initiato Appropriato Correctivo Action
for Identified Equipment Deficiencies.

In addition, during observation of the valve bolting
examinations, the NRC inspectors noted two nearby pipo
hangers (SWH 340 and MUH 79) that were not supporting any
load. Hanger SWH-340 was very loose and one of the
supporting rcds could be hand turned in it: thread connected
clovis. For hanger MUH-79, all fastonors appeared to be tight.

|

.
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Thoso conditions woro discussed with Sito Nuclear Engineering
Services (SNES) to datormine the reasons for those conditions.
After reviewir.g the piping configurations, SNES dotermined the
relaxod condition of the hangers could be caused by the fact
that the lines woro drained. When questioned about the looso
rod on harigor SWH 340, the licensoo stated that: since the
hange: drawing did not show a locking nut at the clovis, a
locking nut was optional; the looso rod was not considered to
be a problem since tho hanger had boon thoro sinco the
beginning of plant operations without any problem, and the
plant position was that the hanger was acceptable in its present
condition. After further discussions, the licensoo agrood to
examino hangers SWH-340 and MUH-79 further after the piping
is filled and assure that the hangers are in their designs

configuration. The nood for locking devices on the support rods
for hangor SWH-340 will also bo ovaluated. This itom is
considered unrosolved pending review and evaluation of the
results of the licensee's further investigation. The item is
identified as Unresolved item 302/92 14 03, Loose Pipo Hangor
Components.

item X002 was u,r augmonted visualinspection of the
omorgency foodwater (EFW) headers and risors for water
hammer damage in responso to B&W Owners Group (B&WOG)
recommendation AV-010-NDE. The inspectors noted that the
inspection was performed with the S/G mirror insulation in
place. Since the EFW headers and risors are totally enclosed
by, and severalinches insido of, the S/G mirror insulation, the
inspection performed was meaning'oss. Tho examinor stated
that he was instructed to look for visual damage even though
the insulation was in placo. A review of the inspection plan
revealed the following description of the required inspection:
" Notes Item #00610 AV-010 NDE Perform visual exam of
steam generator A&B EF Nozzlos #7 and one other nozzio
picked at random each period." Although this description
agrees with the Engineering Evaluation EQ #89-0827 performed
in response to the B&WOG recommendation, it does not clearly
describo what is to be inspected and what method is to be used
for the inspection. Also, it does not appear to agree with the
recommendation. The licensoo stated that this area will be re-
ovaluated to determine the proper inspection. The failure to
perform a meaningfulinspection and the lack of clear
instructions is considered to be a program weakness and

_ - _ - _ - _ _ _ _ _ - - _ _ -
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supports the weakness described above relativo to lack of
licensoo technicalinvolvomont in day to day activitios of ISI.

(5) Eddy Current (ET) Examination

The inspectors reviewed and discussed with licensoo
personnel the inspection plan and inspection results for
the current outago. The following summarizes the
inspection plan and inspection results:

- Standard BOBBIN coil examinations woro performed with
rotating pancako (RPC) coil cxaminations used for
ovaluation purposes, in addition, RPC was used for all
lano tubos and evaluation of known problem areas.

The first sample included 1122 tubos in S/G "A" and 891-

_

tubos in S/G "B" and resulted in 1 tubo in "A" and 3
tubos in "B" with thruwall (TW) degradation >40%
resulting in Technical Specification (TS) category C-2
results.

Based on the results of the first samplo, an additional-

2243 tubos in S/G "A" and 1782 tubes in S/G "B" woro
examined with 2 tubos in "A" and 15 tubos in "B" with
TW degradation >40% resulting in TS category C 2

,

results.

The third samplo included 4596 tubes in S/G "A" and-

3752 tubos in S/G "B" and resulted in 5 tubos in "A" and
23 tubos in S/G "B" with T'N degradation >40%. Fifty- 1

throo (53) tubes woro plugged as a result of the three
samples.

Based on the results of the abovo 3 samples and analysis-

of current and previous inspection results, the licensoo
decided to examine the approximately 5000 tubos in S/G
"B" that had not boon inspected. This would result in
100% of all tubes in both S/Gs being examined over the
last 3 RFOs (starting with RFO 6 in 1987). This sample
resulted in an additional 17 tubos being plugged in S/G
"B".

_____,,__,_,_____,___a___ - -----m,__---
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Tubo degradation was attributed to outsido diamator (OD)-

degradation or pitting for most of the defective tubos.
No now degradation phenomenon was identified.

- Sovan tubos woro pulled for metallurgical evaluation of
ET results. The results of thors ovaluations will be
available for futuro review.

The inspectors observed in-process data acquisition for the
following steam generator (S/G) tubes:

SLG Coll B9W 19hD

B BOBBIN 62 19
B BOBBIN 62 21
B BOBBIN 62- 25
8 BOBBIN 62 2
B BOBBIN 61 15
B BOBBIN 61 14
B BOBBIN 61 11
B BOBBIN 61 9
B BOBBIN 48 56
B BOBBIN 48 62

In addition, "END OF TAPE" calibration was observed for tapo
140.

(6) Personnel Qualifications

The inspectors reviewed BWNS personnel qualification
documentation as indicated below for examinors who
performed the examinations detailed in paragraphs (1), (2), (3),
(4), and (5) above. Those personnel qualifications woro
reviewod in the following areas: employer's name; person
certified; activity qualified to perform; current period of
cortification; signature of employer's designated representative;
basis used for certification; and, annual visual acuity, color
vision examination, and periodic rocertification.

.

EXAMINER RECORDS REVIEWED

Mothed Lovel NUMBER

1

_______-__-------A
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ET I 1

ET || 1

PT |(T) 3
Methoj Loygj NUMBER
(cont'd)

.

PT || 8
MT |(T) 4
MT || 7
UT |(T) 2
UT- | 2
UT 11 7 '

VT I 1 !
'

VT || 8
i

'

(7) Equipment Cortification Records

Equipment certification records for UT instruments, trar.sducers,
couplant, PT materials, ET equipment, MT yoko, and MT
powder used in the inspections detailed in paragraphs (1), (2)
and (3), and (5) above, woro reviewed to ensure uso of
calibrated and cortified equipment.

(8) Repcir and Replacement (R&R) Activities

The inspectors oxamined the following R&R activities:

- Modification Approval Record (MAR) P-92-OLO2-01

This MAR covered replacement of Emergency Foodwater
(EF) valves EFV-11 and EFV-14. The valves failed to
close against calculated delta P (fallod MOVATS). The
inspectors reviewed the MAR, including the R&R
checklist, and the following in-process records located in
the work package: WRs NU 296098 and NU 297454:
Weld Travelers for replacement and now pipe wolds:
Wold Inspection Plans; and work procedures associated
with the valvo replacements.

In addition, in process welding was observed for welds
EF-85-333 and EF-85-337 Thu finished wold surfaces
woro examined for wolds EF-85-334, EF-85-335, and EF-

T

i

, - . - .. . - . . . . - _. . . . . - . . - . -. .,- .-. -..- - -.-
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85-336. Wold appocranco, wold material control, uso of .

correct wold material, use of correct welding proceduro,
wolder qualification and general knowledge and ability,

,

iwold material certification, welding procedure
' qualification, use of code required wold inspection ;

methods and extent, and use of qualified wold inspectors
woro examined. The inspectors also reviewod the code
roquired RT film associated with those wolds (Sco
paragraph 3. below). '

- M AR P-8810-07-01

This MAR covered replacement of RTD mounting nuts
with a larger nut and soal wolding the nut to the
mounting boss and the thermowell to solve leakago
problems. Two of the RTD nuts woro replaced and soal
wolded during a previous outage. The intent was to
replace and soal wold the other six RTD nuts during the
current outago. Because of PT indications in the first 2
soal wolds this outage, the decision was made to uso

'lock wolds (tacks) on the remaining 4 RTDs until the
cause of the PT indications is fully understood. For one
of the two soal wolds made this outage, most of the
wold was removed resulting in a lock wold condition.
Thoroforo,3 have soal wolds and 5 have lock wolds.

The inspectors reviewed the MAR and the in process
work package for RTD RC-5A TE1 (ono of the nuts with
PT indications in the seal wold). Work documents
reviewed included WR NU 0290111, wold traveler and
inspection plan for seal wolds RC-90-93 and RC-90-92,
and work instructions for the repair of the PT indications.

Based on inspection of the above welding activities, it appeared
that a good welding program was in place and was being
properly implomonted. The program was being implemented in
a conscientious manner by qualified personnel. R&R activities
were being controlled in accordance with ASME Section XI and
proceduros listed in paragraph 2.a above,

d. Data Review and Evaluation (73755)

_. -- . . _ _ _ . - _. .. . . . - . . - .-_ _ _ . . . . _ . _ - . _ _ . . _ - _ _ _ . - . _ . _ _ --
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The inspectors reviewed the current outago data files for the wolds
listed below which woro the only wolds to dato that had recorded
ultrasonic indications end required a Lovel til evaluation,

i )
! |

j Wald No System /Comoonent Disoosition

1 MS-287 Main Steam /Pipo to Acc/Goometry
Valvo MSV-412'

FW-327 Foodwater to Stoam Acc/Goometry
,_
' Generator A
,

) MKA15 TO MK14 Reactor Coolant to Acc/Goometry
Steam Generator'

i

The records for the above wolds woro rovicwoo 10 ascertain that the
following requirements woro mot:

4 - The method, extent, and technique of the examination
complies with the licensoo's program and applicablo NDE.

proceduro.
,

.

- The examination data was within the acceptanco criteria as
outlined in the NDE proceduro.

!
The recording, ovaluation, and disposition of findings were in4 -

compliance with the applicablo code.

The method used for NDE was sufficient to determine the full-

'

extent of the indication or acceptance.

During review of dati, the inspectors mado a limited review of the 90
day ASME Code report for the last RFO-(RFO #7,1990) and noted
that a number of exams were annotated as being limited. Discussions

! with the ISI Specialist revealed thrt this designation was based on the
BWNS NDE reports indicating that there were limitations to the-
exams. However, it was not clear, based on' review of the NDE
reports and the controlling procedure, whether the exams were limited;

l more than 10% of the volume or area, as allowed by ASME Code
Case N-460. BWNS stated that they were not aware of any cases
shers the exams were limited more than 10%. Further,it was agrood

--

_ __ _. __ _. __ .,_
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that the Limited Exam Data Sheet would be revised to require clear
riatails relarNo to the % of limited volume or area,

in the areas inspected, no violations or deviations, except as noted in
paragraphs 2.b and 2.c(4), e ere identified.

<

3. Review of Radiographic (RT) Film (57090)

The inspectors reviewed radiographic film for wolds resulting from new p! ant,

'

modifications. This review was pciformed to determine whether the '

radiographs were prepared, evaluated, and maintained in accordance with
the United States of America Standard Code for Nuclear Power Piping;
B31.7,1969 Edition, as inwmented by Florida Power Corporation's Special
Process Specification No. RT-NO3, Revision 0, for technique and Special
Process Specification No. RA-NO2, Revision 0, for acceptance criteria.

The radiographs for the welds listed below were examined to verify the -
following; (1) penetrameter type, size, and placement, (2) penetrameter'

sensitivity, (3) film density and density variation, (4) film identification, (5)
weld quality, (6) weld coverage, and (7) proper interpretation and disposition
of wold discontinuities.

Weld ID No. Work Reouest No. NDE Reoort No

RC-85-392 WR-294721 92-066
RC-85-390 WR 294721 92-065 "

RC-85-393 C2-R1 WR-294721 92-093
RC-85-291 C3 WR-294721 92-094
FW-85-150 WR-281654 91-126
FW-85-151 WR-281654 91-127
MU-85-326 R4 WR-289601 91-07- ".1,097
MU-85-335 WR-289601 91-138 !WD-85-9 WR-294721 92-176
EF-85-336 WR-297454 92-184
EF-85-334 WR-296098 92-189

.

]- Certification and qualification records were reviewed for the following
radiographic examiners:

Examiner Emolover Level

R,F.S. FPC L-il
R.L.D. FPC L-Il
J.F.E. FPC - L-Il Restricted

_ _ _ _ - _ _ _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .
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R.L. SGS L-Il Restricted
1 L.F.G. SGS L-il Restricted
: M.R.H. SGS L-il Restricted

Within the areas examined, no violations or deviations were identified.
!

i 4. Erosion Corrosion (E/C) (Generic Letter 89-08)
|

| a. Background

|

t E/C of carbon steel piping systems has occurred M '1e turbine cycle
j of both fossil and nuclear plants r a number c yk . The
: catastrophic failure of a main feedwater elbow a '; amber 1986 at-
| Virginia Power's Surry Power Station prompted the NRC to request al!
! licensees to institute special programs for controlling E/C of carbon
| steel components in their plants. The NRC has issued the following

generic communications related to E/C:

1 * Information Notice 82-22
| Information Notice 83-55*

j Information Notice 86-106 and Supplements 1, 2, and 3*

Information Notice 87-26*
4

! Informatiori Notice 88-17*

] Information Notice 91-18 and Supplement 1*

! Information Notice 92-07*

i NRC Bulletin 87-01*

i Generic Letter 89 03*

:
;
.

| Generic Letter 89-08 specifically requested that licensees develop
; programs consisting of systematic measures to ensure that E/C does

not lead to degradation of single phase or two phase high energy,

! carbon steel systems.

| b. Review of Licensee Methodology for Determining the Effects of
| Erosion / Corrosion
i

The licensee contracted Technicon Enterprises Incorporated (TEI) to
analyze their plant systems and develop an inspection program
consistent with NUREG - 1344 for both single and two phase flow
systems in 1987. This program (Calculation M87-1006,-

! " Erosion / Corrosion inspection Points for Single and Two Phase Flow")
i established forty-four primary inspection points and forty-seven

{ alternative primary points considered to be conducive to E/C.

i
j
J

;

, - . - - . .
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5 Guidance was also provided for placing permanent reference markings
i on components selected for monitoring, ultrasonic examination

guidelines, measuring the rate of degradation, acceptance criteria for
piping /ccmponent wall thickness, repair and replacements of

; components, and inspection frequency guidelines.
E

Inspection points were selected from the systems delineated below
| which TEI considered to be conducive to erosion / corrosion at the
j Crystal River Plant:

Condensate*

; Feedwater*

'

* Heater Drains downstream of the Control Valve
' * Reheater Steam

Extraction Steam*

' * Heater Drains upstream of the Control Valve

In addition, maintenance and repair records and thermodynamic
conditions of the following systems were reviewed to provide<

recommendations on typical inspection points:,

i

f Auxiliary Steam*

; * Gland Steam
'

Heater Vents*

'

Misc. Drains*

* Steam Drains
| Turbine Drains*

| Steam Trap Drains*

TEI used the primary factors of velocity, temperature, and geometry
to assess the potential E/C problem areas in single phase flow piping
systems. Two phase flow piping system inspection points were i

selected based on applying the empirical equation developed by Kelleri

which relates temperature, velocity, moisture, and system component
j geometries to a wear rate,

i

: The licensee has implemented the recommendations provided in the
TEI program within Preventive Maintenance (PM) Procedure No.

| PM-251 " Turbine Piping Systems Erosion / Corrosion Inspection". This
procedure has a total of 83 inspection points of which approximately_
30 are chosen each refueling outage (2 years) for ultrasonic
examination.
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The inspectors reviewed the licensee's responses to NRC Bulletin
87-01 and Generic Letter 89-08, TEl's Calculation M87-1006, FPC's
implementing procedure PM-251, BWNS Ultrasonic Examination
Procedure No. ISI 190, and observed ultrasonic examiners performing
E/C thickness measurements on inspection Point EX-7D1E in the
Turbine Building.

As a result of the above reviews, the inspectors identified the
following comment and weaknesses to the Engineer cognizant over
the erosion / corrosion program:

(1) Comment: The licensees current program has 83 inspection points
and the licensee examines approximately 30 inspection points every
refueling outage (2 years). This is a much smaller sample than any
PWR utility audited by the inspectors, whether the utility had selected '

the sample by engineering judgment, as FPC has done, or elected to
use a combination of engineering judgment and state of the art
computer programs such as the Electric Power Research Institute's
(EPRI) CHEC for single phase flow or CHECMATE for two phase flow.
CHEC and CHECMATE consider many morc variables in the selection
of inspection points than described in TEl's Calculation M87-1006.
The cognizant engineer stated that he was also concerned that the
sample may not be appropriate and that he had ordered the
CHECMATE program. He was attending training in how to use the
program, during the inspector's visit. The engineer stated he intended
to verify the sample selected by TEI as soon as possible.

(2) Weakness: As stated above the licensee does not use the state of
the art computer programs in selection of inspection points or to
verify points selected by engineering. The licensee's cognizant
engineer is presently in schoollearning to use this technology.

(3) Weakness: PM-251, Enclosure 4, which describes the grid layout
guidelines does not implement the recommendations of M87-1006,
EPRI, or the draft ASME Subsection IWH for extending the
examination of a component upstream and downstream of the
component's welds. In actual practice BWNS does examine beyond
the weld for a short distance when the data is taken. However this
expanded area was deleted in some instances by the BWNS examiner
prior to sending the data to the engineer for analysis. The cognizant
engineer stated that the procedure would be revised to include
upstream and downstream coverage where applicable.

_ _
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(4) Weakness: PM-251, Enclosure 4, paragraph 8.g states that,"Not
all points defined by the grid will be inspected, but the whole elbow
must be laid out to ensure repeatability". This is not in accordance
with EPRl's recommendations or the draft ASME Subsection. However
it is in line with TEl's recommendations, which only examined specific
areas on a fitting. The cognizant engineer stated that this paragraph
may have been carried over from TEI's recommendations but in fact
FPC examines the entire fitting as recommended by the industry
guidelines. The inspectors observation of work activities confirmed
this. The engineer stated that the paragraph would be clarified or
removed from the procedure. !

Within the area examined, no violation or deviation was identified.

5. Boron Corrosion (Generic Letter 88-05)(92701)

Generic Letter 88-05 requested that licensees provide NRC assurance that
the licasee has a program consisting of systematic measures to ensure that
boric acid corrosion does not lead to degradation of the assurance that the
reactor coolant pressure boundary will have an extremely iow probability of
abnormalleakage. NRC'S primary concern wa= that when reactor coolant
leaks below technical specification limits develop .ind the coolant containing
dissolved boric acid comes in contact with and degrades low alloy carbon
steel components would the affected plants continue to meet the
requirements of General Design Criteria 14, 30, and 31 of Appendix A to
Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Part 50.

The Program was to include the following criteria:

(1) A determination of the principallocations where leaks that are smaller
than the allowable technical specification limit can cause degradation
of the primary pressure boundary by boric acid corrosion. Particular
consideration should be given to identifying those locations where
conditions exist that could cause high concentrations of boric acid of
pressure boundary surfaces.

(2) Procedures for locating small coolant leaks (i.e., leakage rates at less
than technical specification limits). It is important to establish the
potential path of the leaking coolant and the reactor pressure
boundary components it is likely to contact. This information is
important in determining the interaction between the leaking coolant
and reactor coolant pressure boundary materials.

- - _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ .
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(3) Methods for conducting examinations and performing engineering
evaluations to establish the impact on the reactor coolant pressure
boundary when leakage is located. -This should include procedures to
promptly gather the necessary information for an engineering
evaluation before the removal of evidence of leakage, such as boric
acid crystal buildup.

(4) Con ctive actions to prevent recurrences of this type of corrosion.
This should include any modifications to be introduced in the present
design or operating procedures of the plant that (a) reduce the
probability of primary coolant leaks at the locations where they may
cause corrosion damage and (b) entail the use of suitable corrosion
resistant materials or the application of protective coatings / claddings.

The inspectors reviewed Preventative Maintenance Procedure PM-168
" Visual Observation Check for Boron Corrosion on Threaded and Flanged
Connections of the High Pressure Primary Side", which is FPC's procedure
for implementing the boron corrosion program at Crystal River. This
procedure appeared to be very detailed and inclusive of all of NRC's
concerns addressed in GL-88-05. The procedure was first used by the
licensee in Refueling Outage 7 (2 Years ago). Discussio s held with a
cognizant engineer revealed that, to date, boron corrosion has been very
minimal at Crystal River.

The inspectors noted that the procedure did not have any objective
acceptance criteria; acceptance of damage caused by corrosion was based
only on the judgement of the engineer performing the visualinspection.
Section XI of the ASME Code app!) cable to Crystal River does not have
acceptance criteria for corrosion damage. However, the inspectors pointed
out that a later edition (1989) of ASME Section XI does contain corrosion
acceptance criteria and could be used as a guide. The licensee indicated
that the 1989 ASME Code criteria would be reviewed and the acceptance
criteria considered for inclusion into PM-168.

Within the areas examined, no violation or deviation was identified.

6. Exit Interview

The inspection scope and results were summarized on June 19,1992, with
those persons indicated in paragraph 1. The inspectors described the areas
inspected and discussed in detail the inspection results listed below. No
proprietary information is contained in this report. Relative to violation
302/92-14-01, the licenseo stated that their contractor's Level 111 examiner
did not agree that UT procedure ISI-119 was inadequate and that they were

__ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -
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in agreement with their contractor. Relative to the condition of pipe hanger
SWH-340, discussed in paragraph 2.c(4), the licensee stated that the hanger
would be evaluated after the pipe is filled to determine if the hanger is in its
designed configuration. In addition, the need for locking the support bars
will be evaluated. No other dissenting comments were received from the
licensoo.

On June 24-25, 1992, the Resident inspector reported the licensee had
inspected the hangers in question after the lines were filled and confirmed
the inspectors' findings relative to the loose hanger rod. The licensee was
evaluating other hangers and reviewing previous ISI results for similar
hangers to determine the impact and any further corrective actions. The
inspectors requested that the resident inspectors inform the licensee that
this matter would be identified as an Unresolved item (see item 302/92-14-
03 below).

(Open) Violation 302/92-14-01, Inadequate Procedure and Drawings for ISI-
Activities - Paragraphs 2.b and 2.c.(3)

(Open) Violation 302/92-14-02, Failure to initiate Appropriate Corrective
Action for Identified Equipment Deficiencies - Paragraph 2.c.(4),

(Open) Unresolved item 302/92-14-03, Loose Pipe Hanger Components -
,

Paragraph 2.c.(4)

7. Acronyms and initialisms

ANil - Authorized Nuclear Inservice Inspector
ASME - American Society of Mechanical Engineers
B&PV Boiler and Pressure Vessel-

B&W - Babcock & Wilcox
BWNS - Babcock & Wilcox Nuclear Services
B&WOG - B&W Owners Group
CF - Core Flood System
CR - Crystal River
DH - Decay Heat System
E/C - Erosion / Corrosion
EF - Emergency Feedwater
ET - Eddy Current Test -
FPC - Florida Power Corporation
GL - NRC Generic Letter
HH - Hex Head
HCS - Hex Head Cap Screw
ISI - Inservice Inspection

!
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ISO Isometric Drawing-

MT Magnetic Particle-

NDE - Nondestructive Examination
NEP - Nuclear Engineering Procedure
NRC Nuclear Regulatory Commission-

NRR - Nuclear Reactor Regulation
OD - Outside Diameter
PRC - Plant Review Committee
PT e Liquid Penetrant
QA Quality Assurance-

QC - Quality Control
RFO - Refueling Outage
RPC - Rotating Pancake Coil
R&R - Repair and Replacement
RT Radiographic Test-

RTD Resistance Temperature Detector-

SER - Safety Evaluation Report
SNES - Site Nuclear Engineering Services
Ti - NRC Temporary Instruction
TS Technical Specification-

TW - Through Wall
UT - Ultrasonic Test

.. .. .. . . .
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